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Part 1 (26 points) 

Task 1. Complete the text with the appropriate grammar forms of the words on the right.  

Listening to Pop 

    You’re standing in the dark. You 1_____ for a long time. You can’t              to wait 

see anything. It’s hot because the place is full of 2_____. You need               a fan of pop music                        

fresh air. But it’s exciting. Suddenly the lights 3____ on and the place               to be     

is full of sound. There are four 4____ on the stage – three with guitars             Englishman 

and one behind the drums. And the band 5__ to play. The music gets               to begin 

6___ and now everyone 7___. This is the pop concert. One of the 8__          loud, to dance, good 

ways to get the real feeling of pop music is going to a lively concert. 

 

Task 2. Complete the text with the derivatives of the words on the right. 

Pop Music of the Nineties 

   By the nineties, music became 9___ and international big business.                    nation 

Groups were now playing and selling records all over the world and 

new styles of music were coming. The most 10___ new music of the                    fame 

nineties was rap. Rap is 11___ because 12___ talk more than they sing.                differ, rap  

They speak their words fast over music. Rap 13___ became the most                    easy    

popular style in the city streets. 

 

Part 2 (6 points) 

Task. 1 Read the text and complete it with the appropriate phrases (a-g). There is one phrase you 

don’t have to use.  

   All people believe in one thing or another. Our beliefs very much depend on our character, 

background and experience and (14) ____. Some people believe in the supernatural,  

others (15) __ that they believe only in those things that can be proved and that rely on 

(полагаются) the power of human reasoning (рассуждений). Quite a number (довольно много) 

of people (16) ____. They believe that all events in our lives are predetermined by fate 

(предопределены судьбой) and therefore cannot be changed.   

   Meanwhile (между тем) their opponents are sure to say that people themselves (17) ____ and 

are responsible for what happens to them. A huge number of people (18) ____ profess 

(исповедуют) some religion – Christianity, Islam, Buddism, Judaism or some other – and find in 

their religions answers to the most difficult questions.  

   Our beliefs are as varied as we are, that’s why civilized modern people (19) ____ and reject 

(отвергают) only those which are immoral or lead to illegal actions. 

a) make their choices and decisions 

b) will argue with them and say 

c) treat (рассматривают) diverse beliefs with respect 

d) and the world can’t be explained scientifically 

e) are connected with our values 

f) all over the world 

g) might call themselves fatalists 

 

Part 3 (5 points) 

Answer one of the questions: 

20)  What is culture? 

        What are you going to be? Why? 

 

«5» - 35-37 баллов 

«4» - 34-28 баллов 

«3» - 27-18 баллов 

«2» - 17-0 баллов 


